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CryptoStruct expands its global exchange coverage by adding Coinbase Exchange 

Hamburg – 25 March 2022 CryptoStruct today announced that is has completed its normalized low-
latency market data and order entry gateways to Coinbase Exchange, one of the largest crypto 
exchanges globally. By using the high-performance strategy framework, CryptoStruct’s clients can now 
easily scale their trading activity onto another exchange and could benefit from higher revenue 
potentials.  
 
Thomas Schmeling, Managing Director of CryptoStruct, said: “Integrating Coinbase Exchange into our 
high-performance trading software enables clients to scale their algorithmic trading strategies to one of 
the most famous crypto exchanges globally. We thank Coinbase for their support so far and look forward 
to onboarding new clients.” 
 
Guillaume Chatain, Head of EMEA Sales & Introducing Brokers at Coinbase said: “We welcome 
CryptoStruct as a new software vendor providing low-latency access to Coinbase Exchange. This allows 
our mutual client base to implement even more sophisticated trading strategies and benefit from the 
great pool of liquidity available on Coinbase Exchange.” 
 
 
 
About CryptoStruct: 
CryptoStruct (https://www.cryptostruct.com/) is an independent software vendor that provides 
normalized low-latency market data and access to various crypto exchanges globally. CryptoStruct 
allows its clients to focus on the development of new trading ideas and strategies rather than allocating 
valuable resources for maintenance work. The sophisticated and easy-to-use software development kit 
enables a quick strategy implementation which can be easily backtested within the CryptoStruct 
framework by using historical tick-data for all markets supported. CryptoStruct’s high-performance 
processing is key for its scalability, allowing hundreds of millions of messages to be sent per day in an 
unlimited trading universe. As trading strategies are the most valuable ‘secret sauce’ for proprietary 
trading firms, trading servers can run fully detached without access or visibility for CryptoStruct.     
 
 

           

 


